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ABSTRACT
Modern processors contain store-buffers to allow stores to retire under a miss, thus hiding store-miss latency. The store-buffer needs to be large (for performance) and searched on every load (for correctness), thereby making it a costly structure in both area and energy. Yet on every load, the store-buffer is probed in parallel with the L1 and TLB, with no concern for the store-buffer’s intrinsic hit rate or whether a store-buffer hit can be predicted to save energy by disabling the L1 and TLB probes.

In this work we cache data that have been written back to memory in a unified store-queue/buffer/cache, and predict hits to avoid L1/TLB probes and save energy. By dynamically adjusting the allocation of entries between the store-queue/buffer/cache, we can achieve nearly optimal reuse, without causing stalls. We are able to do this efficiently and cheaply by recognizing key properties of stores: free caching (since they must be written into the store-buffer for correctness we need no additional data movement), cheap coherence (since we only need to track state changes of the local, dirty data in the store-buffer), and free and accurate hit prediction (since the memory dependence predictor already does this for scheduling). As a result, we are able to increase the store-buffer hit rate and reduce store-buffer/TLB/L1 dynamic energy by 11.8% (up to 26.4%) on SPEC2006 without hurting performance (average IPC improvements of 1.5%, up to 4.7%). The cost for these improvements is a 0.2% increase in L1 cache capacity (1 bit per line) and one additional tail pointer in the store-buffer.

1 INTRODUCTION
The store-buffer (SB) is a sine qua non for high-performance processor implementations that allow stores to retire under cache misses. It is so important that all prevailing memory models today, including Total Store Order (TSO), relax the store→load order for the express purpose of accommodating the store-buffer. Under TSO (and consequently any weaker memory model that relaxes the same order), performance-critical loads are allowed to bypass committed stores that are waiting in the store-buffer to be inserted in the memory order, i.e., written to the L1. On the other hand, the store-buffer is intentionally sized and managed in a way that keeps its occupancy low, so that it does not induce processor stalls from being full on future cache misses.

To maximize the use of available resources, the store-buffer (SB), which holds stores between commit and when they are written to memory, is often unified with the store-queue (SQ), which holds stores from dispatch to commit. The resulting unified SQ/SB allows for better overall utilization of the expensive CAM-FIFO needed to support searches by load address and enforce store→load ordering, and eliminates the cost of moving entries between separate queues.

To enforce sequential execution semantics, load instructions must probe the SQ/SB searching for the youngest store (but older than the load) to the same address that has not been written to memory yet. If found, the value of the store takes precedence over any value that may be in the L1 or elsewhere in the memory hierarchy. However, delaying the access to the L1 to perform this search would unduly delay all L1 accesses, even when there is no such store found in the SQ/SB. To avoid a performance loss on all loads, the SQ/SB is commonly probed in parallel with the L1/TLB access.

A hit in the SQ/SB makes the L1/TLB access irrelevant and the value found in the SQ/SB is forwarded to the load (store-to-load forwarding). Conceivably, the access to the L1 could be discarded as soon as a hit in the SQ/SB is detected, but the damage in performance (interference in cache ports) and energy (TLB and L1 tag access) would already have been done.

For efficiency, we would like to predict whether we are likely to find the correct value in the SQ/SB or the L1, and thereby only probe one structure. If a reliable prediction indicates that the correct
value is to be found in the SQ/SB, we can serialize the access to the L1/TLB and save the energy penalty of an irrelevant access, without paying the latency penalty of the serialization when we do not hit in the SQ/SB. Yet today’s designs try to empty the SQ/SB as rapidly as possible, which explicitly reduces the chance of hitting in the SQ/SB. This approach reduces the potential benefit of predicting SQ/SB hits and using the prediction to avoid irrelevant L1/TLB probes. In this paper we address the conflict between emptying the the SQ/SB quickly to avoid increasing latency on write-misses and keeping it full to use hits in the SQ/SB to reduce irrelevant L1/TLB probe energy.

This work makes three main observations. First, although expensive CAM-based SQ/SBs are made as large as possible to prevent processor stalls when full (e.g., the Intel Skylake processor employs a combined 56 entry SQ/SB), they typically remain underutilized. Second, since the SQ/SB has to be probed on every load instruction (to allow store-to-load forwarding), the SQ/SB acts as a filter or coherence: (Section 4.3)

Increasing SQ/SB hits. Keeping stores that have already been written to memory in the SQ/SB is free in terms of storage, as we simply leverage the unused portion of the SQ/SB, and free in terms of data movement, as the data has already been installed in the SQ/SB for correctness. We name the part of the SQ/SB that keeps already performed stores the Store-Buffer-Cache (SBC) and the new shared structure SQ/SB/SBC, S/QBC (Figure 1). This allows us to maximize the use of the expensive CAM storage by keeping it full with a combination of entries from S/QBC, and only requires adding a head pointer to track the SBC portion. As a result, we can improve its hit ratio without increasing the likelihood of processor stalls, since all stores in the SBC part have already been written to memory, and can therefore be immediately removed when more space is needed. Our key observation here is that the SQ/SB is already paying the data movement and capacity overheads of a filter cache, but without any energy benefit on hits. (Section 4.1)

S/QBC coherence. The data in the SBC must be coherent with the data in memory as they have already been written to memory and another processor can modify them, resulting in a stale copy in the SBC. A central contribution of our work is proposing a highly-effective, low-cost mechanisms for achieving such coherence. (Section 4.3)

Avoiding L1/TLB probes. While leveraging the unused portion of the SQ/SB as a store-buffer-cache increases the hit ratio, to achieve energy benefits we need to avoid the parallel L1/TLB probe on S/QBC hits. For correctness we must always check the S/QBC, but we can afford to serialize the access to the L1/TLB if we expect to hit in the S/QBC. In contrast, when we expect to miss in the S/QBC, we can start the parallel access to the L1/TLB, as in current practice, so as to not penalize performance. This requires an early prediction of the chances of hitting in the S/QBC. Our key observation here is that such hardware already exists in out-of-order cores in the memory dependence predictor [10, 25, 40], and we simply use it (without loss of generality) to select between serial or parallel access to the S/QBC and the L1/TLB. (Section 4.4)

Our results show that by using the empty portion of the SQ/SB as a store-buffer-cache, we can keep stores around for long enough to improve the hit ratio from 8.1% to 18.1%. Using the the CPU memory dependence predictor to choose between serial or parallel probing of the S/QBC and L1/TLB, the S/QBC/TLB/L1 cache dynamic energy can be reduced by 11.8%. Our design achieves this essentially for free: We leverage the existing memory dependence predictor and SQ/SB capacity and add only 1 bit per L1 cache line (0.2% storage increase) and one additional SQ/SB head pointer. Moreover, we achieve this energy reduction without impacting ability of the SQ/SB to reduce latency, and deliver 1.5% average IPC improvement on SPEC2006. Our contributions are:

- We identify that writes in the SQ/SB are paying the energy and area costs of a filter cache, but are not seeing savings on hits.
- We identify that L1/TLB accesses can be avoided on SQ/SB hits using the existing memory dependence predictor, but that current SQ/SB hit ratios are too low to benefit from this.
- We determine the potential reuse available through the SB/SQ and propose a third logical cache partition in the SB/SQ, the Store-Buffer-Cache, that can obtain 99% of the reuse.
- We identify that copies of writes in the SQ/SB can be kept coherent very cheaply by tracking epochs of dirty data in the L1, and develop an extremely-low overhead multi-dirty-bit coherence implementation for the Store-Buffer-Cache.
- We combine these insights to develop the Store-Buffer-Cache, a nearly zero-cost design that saves 11.8% of SQ/SB + L1/TLB energy with no performance loss (actually having an modest improvement of 1.5%).
2 BACKGROUND

2.1 The Store-Queue/Store-Buffer (SQ/SB)

CPUs with an out-of-order execution pipeline implement several structures to keep track of the original program order. The store-queue (SQ), in particular, is responsible for keeping track of the original order of store instructions. Its purpose is twofold: (1) to keep track of the stores’ original order so that they are committed to memory in that same order, and, (2) to forward data to load instructions that address the same memory location of an uncommitted store, thus guaranteeing that a load always accesses the most recent value.

A common challenge is that stores that are ready to commit may be stalled due to cache misses or contention. Such delays block the ROB and may stall the pipeline. To allow stores to retire in these conditions, a store-buffer (SB) is used to track stores that have committed but have not yet been written back to memory. When entries in the SQ have been committed, they are moved to the SB until they are written back to memory (typically to the L1).

The store-queue (SQ) and store-buffer (SB) are generally implemented in a unified physical structure called the SQ/SB. The unified approach means that the distinction between entries in the SQ and SB is purely logical: stores that are not yet committed are in the SQ portion, and stores that are committed but not yet written to memory are in the SB portion. This allows for a more efficient implementation, as there is no need to copy between separate buffers on commit (moves simply require changing head/tail pointers as all moves are in store order) and either the SQ or the SB size can increase up to the maximum capacity. The higher utilization by sharing capacity between the SQ/SB is important as the structure is implemented as a FIFO (to support writing to memory in-order as required by widely-supported memory models such as Total Store Order – TSO), but requires CAM access (to allow searches by address for later loads). As a result, the cost of this structures is high, but it must be large enough to handle bursts of write misses that would otherwise stall the processor.

Too avoid increasing load latency, loads probe the SQ/SB and L1 cache in parallel. If the address matches a store in the SQ/SB (i.e., a SQ/SB hit), the data is forwarded from the youngest store that matches the address, and the in-flight L1 cache request is ignored. In addition, since L1 caches are generally physically tagged, the load address has to be translated, requiring a parallel access to the TLB as well.

2.2 SQ/SB Utilization and Hit Ratio

The relatively small size of the SQ/SB, combined with its aggressive eviction policy (designed to keep it as empty as possible to avoid stalls) results in a low utilization and a low hit ratio. Figure 2 demonstrates this low utilization for a 56-entry SQ/SB across the SPEC2006 benchmarks. While the SQ/SB is highly-utilized (~80% full) at some point in all benchmarks, the majority of the time the buffer remains largely un-utilized (~40% full). Indeed, the average benchmark uses 20% or less of the SQ/SB for 62% of its execution, and 40% or less for 85% of its execution.

Figure 3 shows the percentage of loads (hit ratio) that receive their data from the Standard SQ/SB (aggressively writing back data) for SPEC2006 with a Skylake-like 56-entry unified SQ/SB. (Configuration details in Section 5.1.) While cactusadm, omnetpp, and povray have significant SQ/SB hit ratios (21.4%, 21.5% and 19.6%, respectively), most applications have hit ratios around or below 10%, and the overall SPEC2006 average is only 8.1%. This is not surprising given the utilization, but is very low for a typical cache.

The low hit ratio suggests that (1) programs are unlikely to benefit from the lower latency of data forwarded by the SQ/SB as the majority of the loads experience the longer L1 latency on SQ/SB misses, and, that (2) today’s approach of probing both the SQ/SB and the L1/TLB in parallel is reasonable, as most data requests will miss in the SQ/SB and have to access the L1/TLB anyway. With this SQ/SB hit ratio, serializing SQ/SB→L1/TLB accesses would increase the latency for the 92% of the accesses that miss in the SQ/SB and only provide an energy benefit for 8% that hit. Thus, although the SQ/SB could provide energy benefits by filtering accesses to the L1/TLB, its poor hit ratio justifies today’s approach of parallel accesses.

---

1 As mentioned in the introduction, it might be possible to squash the L1 request at this point, but the cost of port contention and tag/TLB access has already been paid.
2.3 Filter Caches and the SQ/SB
Filter caches [4, 14, 19] add a very small cache between the CPU and the L1, typically in the range from a few cache lines with high associativity up to a few dozen direct-mapped lines. Because of their small size, a hit in a filter cache is inherently faster and more energy efficient than a hit in the L1. While their lower latency is unlikely to translate into performance gains, as it will typically be covered by OoO execution, the reduced access energy can still deliver efficiency benefits by filtering accesses to the L1. Unfortunately, the small capacities of filter caches often result in extremely low hit rates, which incur the additional energy and latency of probing the filter cache and probing and copying from the L1. For low hit rates, this overhead can be worse than directly accessing the L1 and actually increase the memory access energy and latency [3].

Intriguingly, if we consider using the SQ/SB as a filter cache for writes, the low hit rate does not incur an additional energy cost, as all stores must be installed in the SQ/SB and it must always be probed for correctness. That is, the SQ/SB is already paying the probe and copy energy overheads of a filter cache, but by choosing a policy that empties it as aggressively as possible, we are reducing the chance of hits. This differs from addressing loads in the load queue, as it does not store the load data, using it as a cache requires both additional storage and data movement energy [27].

3 MOTIVATION AND POTENTIAL
To understand the potential of the store-buffer as a cache, we need to identify how much locality it can deliver, both as a function of its size and its write back policy.

3.1 Maximizing the SQ/SB Hit Ratio
We implemented an Optimal SQ/SB that delays writes from the SB to the L1 as long as possible without hurting performance. The Optimal SQ/SB models an instantaneous write back to the L1 from the SB that is triggered as soon as new entries in the SQ/SB are needed. This allows us to see the potential for hits in the SQ/SB.

Figure 3 shows that with the Optimal SQ/SB, perl, povray and gobmk now have the highest hit ratios of 46.6%, 35.4% and 34.4%, respectively, increases of 2.9x, 1.8x and 4.3x over the Standard SQ/SB, with its aggressive write back policy. On average, the hit ratio increase to 18.4% from 8.2%, a 2.3x improvement over the Standard SQ/SB.

Figure 4 shows the potential of the Optimal SQ/SB to reduce L1/TLB accesses (assuming perfect hit prediction) and the resulting SQ/SB+L1/TLB dynamic energy savings. Taking perfect advantage of maximal SQ/SB locality would filter an average of 15.5% of the L1/TLB accesses (up to 31.5% on perl) and save an average of 13% of the dynamic energy (up to 28.7% on perl).

3.2 Sensitivity to Store-Buffer Size
Figure 5 explores the total percentage of memory accesses that the SQ/SB can filter as a function of size for an Optimal SQ/SB. This metric includes the effect of load/store mix in the application, as only loads can hit in the SQ/SB. The average percentage of filtered accesses across SPEC2006 (purple line, Geomean) increases only slightly from 15.5% at our baseline size of 56-entries to 19.7% at 256-entries, despite the 4.5x increase in queue size. Catusadm stands out as the exception, with a significant increase for sizes of 96 and up. However, designing FIFO-CAMs of that size is a challenge, and has been shown to incur performance overheads [35]. As most of the locality appears to be captured by size 56, and it is typical of modern processors, we choose it for the remainder of our experiments.

4 THE STORE-BUFFER-CACHE
To use the SQ/SB to reduce L1/TLB accesses we need to (1) improve its hit ratio without increasing CPU stalls from running out of capacity during store-misses, and, (2) avoid accessing the L1/TLB on SQ/SB hits.

4.1 The Cache Portion of the SQ/SB
The first step in making the SQ/SB into an effective cache is to improve its hit ratio. Simply delaying write-backs from the SQ/SB is not ideal as it could increase CPU stalls due to the decreased capacity available to the SQ to handle bursts of writes.
To delay writing stores in the SQ/SB to memory without increasing CPU stalls, one would need to predict when more capacity will be needed in the SQ/SB in time to write out enough entries to free that capacity. This requires: (1) accurately predicting store-misses, (2) doing so sufficiently early to perform enough writes to the L1 to free enough entries for the new stores, and (3) predicting how many entries are required to hide the store-miss latency, to avoid writing back too many entries. Building such a predictor would be a challenge. Instead, we propose using a portion of the unified SQ/SB storage as a Store-Buffer-Cache (SBC), and we refer to this unified structure as the S/QBC and the logical portion that holds copies of written out data as the SBC.

Instead of delaying stores in the SB to increase hits, the S/QBC writes stores to the L1 as soon as possible, as in a traditional SB. However, a copy of the store is kept in the SBC. The S/QBC uses the same storage as a traditional unified SQ/SB, but now with the three logical partitions: the SQ holds not yet committed stores, the SB holds committed, but not yet written to L1 stores, and the SBC holds copies of committed stores that have been written to the L1. We implemented the S/QBC storage as a circular FIFO queue, where the head of one queue precedes the tail of the next. Thus the movement of stores between the different queues is simply a pointer increment, and no physical copying is required. This is possible because writes to the L1 are performed in FIFO order, and therefore every new entry added to the SBC will have been the oldest entry in the SB. As a result, the SBC is effectively free, as moving data from the SB to the SBC does not require a copy and all stores are already written into this shared structure when they were installed in the SQ for correctness.

The S/QBC is able to keep the results of stores as long as possible as evictions only happen when a new entry is needed. Since the stores in the SBC were already written back to memory, evictions can be done silently and immediately whenever space is needed for new writes in the SQ. This maximizes hits in the S/QBC, by keeping data around as long as there is space, without causing extra CPU stalls due to lack of available space for new stores, but means that the copies in the S/QBC need to address synonyms and be kept coherent.

4.3 Store-Buffer-Cache Coherence

Keeping clean copies of the data in the S/QBC creates a coherence problem: As the store has already written its data out to the L1, any other core can access the data block and modify it unbeknownst to the S/QBC. Hits in the S/QBC in such cases return incoherent values. Lack of coherence is devastating for a consistency model such as TSO, but also needs to be addressed in weaker models in relation to memory ordering fences. In this work we address the coherence problem for TSO and we discuss its handling on weaker models. We assume a MESI invalidation protocol, but our approach can be easily adapted to more complex protocols (MOESI/MESIF).

A naïve solution is to forward any invalidation that reaches the L1 and any L1 eviction to the S/QBC. In this way, we could selectively invalidate individual entries in the SBC portion of the S/QBC. This is already done for the load queue: invalidations and evictions search the load queue for speculative loads that violate consistency ordering and squash them. Selectively invalidating individual entries in the S/QBC would be energy-expensive, as it would require additional CAM ports for searching, and complex, as it would require compacting the entries in the SBC to recover the capacity of invalidated entries. At the other extreme, the simplest approach is to bulk-flush the SBC on any invalidation or eviction from the L1. Such an approach does not require any associative searches, but wipes out all SBC entries, and would thereby reduce the S/QBC hit ratio.

We can simplify how we handle coherence by noting that stores are treated differently from loads in the coherence domain. Specifically, a store that is written to the L1 implies that the local L1 has ownership of the data block (in a MESI protocol the cache line is in state MODIFIED) because its data are dirty. As a result, L1 invalidations or evictions of EXCLUSIVE/SHARED, clean cache lines are irrelevant to the SBC, and can be ignored. However, if we lose ownership of a cache line, either through an invalidation, an eviction, or simply because of a read request from another core that forces the local cache line to downgrade to SHAREd (and become clean), then we are no longer able to detect that the coherence actions on that line affect our SBC. In this case one of our own prior stores has been affected by a coherence action, and if a corresponding clean copy exists in the store-buffer-cache, it must be stale.

More specifically: (1) An invalidation reaching a MODIFIED, dirty cache line, means that another core is writing the cache line and therefore a copy of the data in the SBC is now stale. (2) An eviction of a MODIFIED cache line does not necessarily mean that a copy in the SBC is stale, but we lose the ability to track any future changes to the data block (we will not get an invalidation if it is written in the future) and therefore we should also remove the copy from the SBC. (3) If we receive a read request from another core and downgrade to SHAREd (writing back the dirty data and going to a clean state), there is the potential again to lose track of any future changes to the data block, as a SHAREd, clean copy can be silently conflict-evicted. Across these cases, the key property that governs the validity of the copies in the SBC is the local ownership of the cache line, or, equivalently, holding the cache line in a dirty state in the private L1.
Any action that effectively downgrades the ownership or cleans the cache line is a cause to invalidate the corresponding data in the SBC. (Note that copies in the SBC portion of the S/QBC are always “clean” with respect to the L1, as they can only be cached in the SBC portion once they have been written to the L1.)

Since we now have restricted the cases where we must react, we can relax the the specificity of our reaction: instead of invalidating specific data in the SBC (which would require an associative search and compaction) we opt to bulk-flush all cached data in the SBC, but only under these more restricted circumstances. In our unified S/QBC, such a bulk-flush simply requires moving the head SBC pointer to coincide with the head SB pointer. This is the cheapest method to enforce coherence in the store-buffer-cache: it requires no change in the L1, and just a lone signal from the L1 cache controller to the S/QBC to reset the SBC pointer when the L1 cache loses local ownership of a cache line.2

Although restricting bulk-flushes to coherence changes to cache lines that are locally owned provides correctness at a reasonable performance, it is overly conservative as cache lines tend to live in the cache much longer than cached data in the S/QBC. It might very well be the case that a downgrade of a locally owned cache line corresponds to a very old store that left the S/QBC a long time ago. As a result of this difference in the recency of data in the SBC and L1, a bulk-flush of the current cached data in the SBC is extreme. On the other hand, associatively searching the cached data in the S/QBC for a specific address requires additional CAM probe ports and compaction or loss of capacity. To address this, we need to incorporate a notion of recency in our design in an effective and low-cost manner.

Multicolored dirty bits: The problem we seek to address is that coherence events on much older, locally owned cache lines in the L1 force flushes of the much more recent data in the SBC. We can address this by coarsely tracking the age of dirty data with the use of a dirty bit of a different color. On L1 coherence events that require SBC flushes, we need only flush the SBC entries that have the same color dirty bit. By periodically switching the currently active dirty bit color for new writes, we can avoid having to flush the writes in the SBC that are using the current color when lines with an older color are downgraded.

The simplest example is to assume two dirty bits (per cache line) of different colors: a red dirty bit and a black dirty bit. Only one of them can be set at any point in time, and either means that the cache line is dirty. The SB operates in red periods and in black periods. When it is in a red period it sets the red dirty bit when writing in the cache, and vice versa for black periods. The SB changes from a red period to a black period and back on any bulk-flush caused by a coherence action. In addition, the bulk-flush signal from the cache controller indicates whether it is a red or black dirty line that is experiencing a downgrade. We then institute the following policy: when a downgrade happens in the cache for a cache-line of a specific color we cause a bulk-flush in the SBC only if it is in a period of the same color, otherwise we ignore it. An example of the operation with two dirty bits is given in Figure 6. Two colors give us a restricted sense of recency in our actions, and reduces the number of SBC entries that need to be evicted.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Epoch</th>
<th>S/QBC/SBC</th>
<th>L1 Cache</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Black Epoch Diagram" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Black L1 Cache Diagram" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Black epoch writes: Dirty data from the SB is written to the L1 with the black dirty bit set and cached in SBC.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Red Epoch Diagram" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Red L1 Cache Diagram" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Invalidates/downgrades to non-black data: Coherence that affects non-black data does not need any action in the SBC.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Red Epoch Diagram" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Red L1 Cache Diagram" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Invalidates/downgrades to black data: Coherence that affects black data cause SBC flushes and switch the epoch to red.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Red Epoch Diagram" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Red L1 Cache Diagram" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Red epoch writes: Dirty data from the SB is written to the L1 with the red dirty bit set and cached in SBC.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Red Epoch Diagram" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Red L1 Cache Diagram" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Invalidates/downgrades to black data: Coherence that affects black data no longer cause SBC flushes because no black data remains.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Black Epoch Diagram" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Black L1 Cache Diagram" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Invalidates/downgrades to red data: Coherence that affects red data cause SBC flushes and switch the epoch to black.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6: Operation of the S/QBC with red/black dirty bits. Only coherence actions on L1 data that affect dirty data from the current epoch result in flushes of the SBC and a color change.

More specifically: if the SB is in a black period, a downgrade of a black cache line from the L1 that is related to the writes in the SBC will be black. This ensures correctness. However, a downgrade to a black line in the L1 may also be much older, in which case there is no correctness concern, but we unnecessarily flush the buffer-cache. If the downgraded L1 cache line is of a red color, then it certainly corresponds to a store of the previous period (or any other older red period) that was bulk-flushed in the most recent switch to the black period. This means that we can safely ignore all red downgrades.

The two-color example can be generalized to any number of “colors” (or epochs) to trade-off the overhead of tracking and the risk of unnecessary flushing. Note that with two dirty bits we can encode the clean state (e.g., \(0,0\)) and three colors. In the steady state, after many switches from color to color, we expect to be able to ignore two-thirds of the downgrades that contain a mixture of dirty blocks in all three colors and, on average, we expect to be able to ignore two-thirds of the downgrades that are of different color than the current period. With \(n\) bits we can encode the clean state and \((2^n - 1)\) colors, thereby expecting to reducing the SBC flushes to \(1/(2^n - 1)\) of the naive approach with only a single dirty bit. We show in Section 5 that in practice just three colors captures most of the the potential.

---

2To avoid vulnerability windows the bulk-flush, it must be acknowledged by the L1 before the handling of the coherence action on the part of the cache controller.
Alternatively, we can approximate unlimited number of colors with only two dirty bits if our cache architecture supports selective flush-reset of the dirty bits. In this case, we only need two colors: Red, indicates that the line is dirty and \textit{it might} be in the SBC, and Black, indicates that the line is dirty and \textit{cannot} be in the SBC. All writes leaving the SB are marked as red, to indicate that they may still be in the SBC. When we get an invalidation/eviction on a red line from the L1, we flush the SBC and \textit{selectively} flash-reset all red lines in the L1 to black. Since we flushed the SBC, none of the previously red lines in the L1 can still be in the SBC. Now, we are susceptible to evictions/invalidations only from the current period. The trade-off of this approach is that it approximates infinite colors with no additional dirty bit overhead, but requires support to selectively flash-reset. The circuit for doing this needs to be applied independently to each dirty bit pair, but it consists of only one AND gate. Designers can select the approach that best fits their L1 architecture.

\textbf{Coherence for weaker memory models:} The above approach can be used to provide a correct coherence substrate for any memory model weaker than TSO. However, in weaker models some incoherence may be tolerated by the model itself, as other examples of coherence protocols such as DeNovo [9] or VIPS [31] have shown, in relation to Data-Race-Free (DRF) software. In such cases, the coherence of the clean data in the SBC can be tied to memory ordering fences specified by the consistency model. For example, in Release Consistency (RC) there is no strict requirement to see the latest value written by another core, unless we cross an \textit{Acquire} fence. In such a case, the clean data of the SBC should be invalidated by the fence. In this work we tackle the (harder) problem of the stronger TSO model, and leave the evaluation of weaker models for future work.

\section{Predicting S/QBC Hits}

The most straightforward solution to improve energy efficiency is to serialize the access to S/QBC and the L1/TLB. However, even taking advantage of all locality available in the S/QBC, such an approach would increase the latency of >80% of the loads, while saving L1/TLB energy on the remainder that hit in the S/QBC. (See Section 3.) To avoid this loss of performance, while retaining the energy savings, we need to predict whether a load will hit in the S/QBC so that we can choose to disable the L1/TLB probe, without incurring a latency penalty for loads that do not hit.

Fortunately, determining in which cache level a load is expected to hit is a well-studied problem [20, 22, 40], as knowing the latency of memory operations is essential for scheduling of load dependent instructions [2, 12, 23, 29]. For the S/QBC, the prediction we need is whether a load will hit in the S/QBC. This problem is simplified by the memory dependence predictor, which already exists to predict if a load-dependent instruction will have its data forwarded from the SQ/SB, and inform the instruction scheduler in an effort to avoid instruction replays.

For our study we select an established memory dependence predictor technique based on \textit{store-distances} [40] using a 1K table. The predictor is able to correctly predict S/QBC hits and misses in 93.6\% of the cases (95.4\% for the Standard SQ/SB), with worst application being \textit{gobmk} at 89.7\%. (See Figure 7.)

\section{Evaluation}

\subsection{Simulation and Modeling}

We use 10 uniformly-distributed checkpoints for each SPEC-2006 [11] benchmark and a single checkpoint of the area of interest for PARSEC [5] (excluding \textit{freqmine} due to OpenMP/simulator issues). Checkpoints are warmed for 100M instructions and results extracted from 10M instructions of detailed simulation. We use \textit{gem5} [6] to simulate a large out-of-order X86_64 CPU (Intel Skylake-like 8-wide, 224 entry ROB, 56 entry unified SQ/SB). The first-level cache is dual-ported with pipelined loads and stores. Each core has private L1/L2 caches and 4 cores share an L3. (See Table 1.) For energy evaluations we use \textit{CACTI} [26] with a 22nm technology node\footnote{For \textit{energy modeling}, we model a 64 entry, 4-way set-associative dTLB to match the first-level TLB of the Intel Skylake architecture. For \textit{performance modeling} we simulate a 512 entry fully-associative TLB. This models the low energy of hitting in a small first-level TLB without the unrealistic performance from not having a larger second-level TLB. We chose this approach to overcome \textit{gem5}’s inability to model multi-level TLBs.}.

We evaluate the performance and energy for several configurations:

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textbf{Standard SQ/SB (aggressive write)}: the baseline configuration with a standard SQ/SB write back policy.
  \item \textbf{Optimal SQ/SB (delayed write)}: the optimal SB/SQ write-back policy where stores are delayed until space for new entries is required, thereby maximizing SQ/SB hits.
  \item \textbf{Store Buffer Cache, S/QBC (3, 7, 15 colors)}: Our unified S/QBC with 3, 7, or 15 colors (2, 3, or 4 dirty bits) for tracking write epochs.
\end{itemize}
• **Store Buffer Cache, S/QBC flash-reset**: Our unified S/QBC that flash resets red cache lines to black on SBC flushes. This is equivalent to an infinite number of colors, while just requiring 2 dirty bits in the L1.

### 5.2 Hit Ratio

Figure 8 compares the load hit ratios for all configurations. The S/QBC hit ratio increases with the number of colors used to differentiate write epochs as they avoid extraneous flushes. For no colors, e.g., flushing on every L1 eviction or downgrade, the hit ratio is 84% of the optimal, while with only 3 colors (2 dirty bits per line total) we obtain 95% of the optimal hit ratio.

Additional bits further improve the hit ratio, with the flash-reset strategy (using 2 dirty bits total, but equivalent to infinite colors) being almost identical to the optimal solution (18.2% vs 18.4%). 3 and 4 dirty bits (7 and 15 colors) preserve 98% and 99% of the optimal hit ratio respectively.

The effectiveness of the coloring strategies in avoiding SBC flushes can be seen in Figure 9. Using two dirty bits (3 colors) is enough to prevent 78% of the SBC flushes seen with no colors. Using more colors (7 and 15) reduces the flushes even further (preserving 95% and 99% of the flushes compared to S/QBC (no colors)). This shows that a simple 2 dirty bit strategy is enough to significantly reduce unduly SBC flushes.

For the rest of the paper we evaluate only the 3-color (2 dirty bits) configuration, our least accurate coloring strategy; and flash-reset (2 dirty bits, with a flash reset circuit), our most accurate coloring strategy.

### 5.3 Hit Prediction

While the S/QBC obtains essentially the same hit ratio as the Optimal SQ/SB, the hit ratio alone is insufficient. In addition, we need to be able to predict S/QBC hits accurately enough to avoid L1/TLB probes (to save energy) without causing unnecessary serialization of the L1/TLB accesses (and hurting performance).

Figure 10 shows how much the memory dependence predictor reduces the effective S/QBC hit ratio for the 3-color and flash-reset S/QBC. This includes the false negatives, which are hits in the S/QBC that deliver no energy benefit since they were incorrectly predicted to be S/QBC misses. Overall, the use of the predictor reduces the 3-color solution’s filter rate from 17.4% (perfect) to 16.5% (with predictor) and the flash-reset solution’s filter rate from 18.2% (perfect) to 17.2% (with predictor).
5.4 Energy

Figure 11 shows the dynamic energy reduction (S/QBC and L1/TLB data accesses) normalized to the Standard SQ/SB with parallel L1/TLB probes. The configurations evaluated are the Standard SQ/SB and Optimal SQ/SB, with perfect avoidance of L1/TLB accesses on hits, and the S/QBC with 3-colors and the flash-reset, with the memory dependence predictor. The Optimal SQ/SB, by improving the store-buffer hit ratio and perfectly selecting between serial/parallel access, gives an upper-bound on the potential energy savings of 13% on average. The benchmarks with the highest hit ratios are the ones that show the best improvement: perl, povray and gobmk, with a hit ratios of 46.6%, 35.4% and 34.4%, improve dynamic energy by 28.7%, 19% and 20.4%, respectively.

The S/QBC flash-reset reduces dynamic energy by 11.8% on average, achieving 91% of the energy improvement of the Optimal SB/SQ. The most improvement is seen in perl, cactusadm and calculix with

\[ \frac{\text{dynamic energy}}{\text{base energy}} \times 100 \% \]

Since the dTLB consumes only 1.3% of energy of a dL1 cache per access, the energy graph does not discriminate between the two.

5.4 Energy

Figure 11 shows the dynamic energy reduction (S/QBC and L1/TLB data accesses) normalized to the Standard SQ/SB with parallel L1/TLB probes. The configurations evaluated are the Standard SQ/SB and Optimal SQ/SB, with perfect avoidance of L1/TLB accesses on hits, and the S/QBC with 3-colors and the flash-reset, with the memory dependence predictor. The Optimal SQ/SB, by improving the store-buffer hit ratio and perfectly selecting between serial/parallel access, gives an upper-bound on the potential energy savings of 13% on average. The benchmarks with the highest hit ratios are the ones that show the best improvement: perl, povray and gobmk, with a hit ratios of 46.6%, 35.4% and 34.4%, improve dynamic energy by 28.7%, 19% and 20.4%, respectively.

The S/QBC flash-reset reduces dynamic energy by 11.8% on average, achieving 91% of the energy improvement of the Optimal SB/SQ. The most improvement is seen in perl, cactusadm and calculix with an improvement of 26.4%, 18.6% and 17.8% respectively. Povray and gobmk show lower benefits than with the Optimal SQ/SB due to inaccuracies of the memory dependence predictor.

The S/QBC (3 color) configuration is predictably worse than the S/QBC flash-reset configuration due to the lower S/QBC hit ratio caused by more frequent flushes. Despite this, the S/QBC (3 color) is able to improve energy over the baseline by 11.5%, only 0.3 percentage point below the S/QBC flash-reset results. This suggests that the largest cause of inefficiency is the accuracy of the memory dependence predictor and not the S/QBC hit ratio: the simplest (2 dirty bit) extension to L1 is sufficient to extract most of the energy benefit using the memory dependence predictor as a S/QBC hit-predictor.

Note that there is not a one-to-one relationship between benchmarks with the highest hit ratios and the highest energy improvements. The difference comes from two sources: (1) the ratio of load instructions (which can hit in the S/QBC) to store instructions (which cannot), and (2) the predictor accuracy. Figure 12 shows the percentage of load instructions in each benchmark. gcc and omnetpp stand out as having some of the highest S/QBC hit ratios (34.1% and 33.1%) but having energy improvements (Figure 11) comparable to zeusmp, which has a low hit ratio (Figure 10), due to the low percentages of loads in their memory accesses (53% and 63% respectively).

The largest effect of predictor accuracy is seen in gobmk, where the energy improvement for the optimal policy would be 20.4%, while the S/QBC flash-reset obtains only 17.6%. This directly correlates with having the largest number of false negative errors from the predictor (4.8%, see Figure 7). Even though gobmk shows the largest deviation from optimal, the S/QBC is still able to achieve 91% of the dynamic energy benefit that the optimal implementation would.

To complete the study, we also evaluated the potential energy benefits of the Standard SQ/SB policy using a perfect serial/parallel access predictor Figure 11. We see that the default aggressive write policy severely limits the ability of the SQ/SB to reduce L1/TLB energy. On average, the Standard SQ/SB is only able to improve energy by 4.3%, with cactusadm delivering the highest improvement.
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the reduced latency of the increased hits.

stalls, and even benefit modestly (1.5% on S/QBC flash-reset) from are able to keep stores in the S/QBC without increasing processor energy without hurting performance. This demonstrates that we are able to execute back to back. Variable load latency (e.g., from hit-mispredictions) will therefore force instruction replays of dependent instructions and hurt performance and energy [29]. For this study we assume zero issue-to-execute delay of instructions (the default in gem5). This choice is consistent with the baseline, which uses the same predictor, and as such will have a similar prediction accuracy. As a result, the number of replays in both cases will be the same.

The only difference in scheduling prediction between the baseline and the S/QBC is that when a SQ/SB hit is mispredicted it takes one additional cycle to access the data from the L1 in the S/QBC configuration, due to the serialization of the L1/TLB access. However, in both designs the unexpected difference in latency from such a misprediction will cause dependent instructions to be flushed and replayed. The overhead of the flush-and-replay is significantly longer than the single cycle difference in returning the data. As a result, both designs will see very similar performance impacts from mispredictions, and the impact of not modeling replays in detail is unlikely to significantly change the relative performance of the designs.

5.7 Parallel Workloads

As the targeted energy reductions are in the private L1/TLB, and the vast majority of memory accesses are to private data, we do not expect parallel workloads to behave significantly differently from single-threaded applications. However, since the S/QBC does have to participate in coherence, there could be an increase in flushes, and hence a reduction in effectiveness, with multiple cores. To examine this, we simulated the PARSEC benchmarks.

Figure 14 shows the energy and IPC improvement$^5$ of the S/QBC flash-reset over the baseline for these parallel applications. In keeping with the single-threaded results, we see an average IPC improved of 0.4% (vs. 1.5% for single-thread) with swaptions showing the largest improvement of 3.2%. S/QBC and L1/TLB energy improved by 11.2% (vs. 11.8% for single-threaded) with swaptions again having the best improvement of 32.1%. The results are similar to those of the single-threaded benchmarks for similar reasons: hit ratio, load instruction ratio, and memory dependence predictor accuracy.

The only difference between the parallel and serial workloads was the potential increase in number of SBC flushes caused by coherence traffic. While flush requests on single-threaded benchmarks were caused exclusively by dirty cache line evictions, on multi-threaded benchmarks, invalidations and downgrade request from other cores can also cause flushes. While coherence traffic indeed caused extra SBC flushes, they were far fewer than the flushes caused by dirty cache lines evictions (at least one order of magnitude fewer), thus did not significantly affect the S/QBC hit ratio.

5.6 Instruction Scheduling Implications

Pipelines in an aggressive OoO processors have several cycles of delay between the issue and execution stages, which means that dependent instructions have to be scheduled speculatively to be

$^5$As the effect of the S/QBC on locks will be seen through increased flushes, which will hurt energy savings but not change inter-core synchronization latency, we do not expect to change the number of instructions spent in locks.
5.8 S/QBC Worst Case Scenarios

There are two ways in which the S/QBC can fail: if the application has little read locality or if the predictor is inaccurate. For applications with little read locality, the overhead of our extra L1 hit (0.2% area) will be very small compared to the energy/latency of searching and missing in the L1 in the first place. (Even "low-locality" applications show >30% L1 read hits [1].) The impact of predictor inaccuracies will not hurt energy vs. a standard SQ/SB as both need to check the SQ/SB, but it may cause serialization of the S/QBC and L1 accesses. The four scenarios are:

- **Locality+Accurate**: If the application has L1 read locality and the predictor is accurate, the S/QBC will improve energy (by avoiding L1 probes) and improve performance (by returning data from S/QBC).
- **Locality+Inaccurate**: If the application has L1 read locality but the predictor is inaccurate, the S/QBC will have the same energy (probes both S/QBC and L1) and the same performance (both S/QBC, L1 probed in parallel).
- **No-locality+Accurate**: If the application has no L1 read locality and the predictor is accurate, the S/QBC will have the same energy (probes both S/QBC and L1) and the same performance (both S/QBC, L1 probed in parallel).
- **No-locality+Inaccurate**: If the application has no L1 read locality and the predictor is inaccurate, the S/QBC will have the same energy (probes both S/QBC and L1) but may degrade performance (due to false positives causing serialization of the S/QBC search and L1 search).

The only situation in which the S/QBC might be worse than the baseline is if the memory dependence predictor is inaccurate when there is no locality. Other cases may not save energy, but do not hurt performance. For this worst-case to occur, the store-load instruction pairs must regularly change behavior to cause incorrect predictions. In applications with little L1 locality, the predictor learns that there is no load-store dependency, delivering the same performance as the baseline. This can be seen by looking at libquantum, mcf and mili in Figures 4 (poor locality) and 7 (but accurate prediction). Further, if the predictor was terribly inaccurate, bad instruction scheduling would likely outweigh additional load latency.

Parallel applications with significant sharing can also see lower energy benefits as the S/QBC will be flushed more due to invalidations from coherence requests. However, this should not cause any additional overhead compared to the baseline since prediction is based on store distance, so flushes will also update the predictor and thereby avoid useless searches. Cores that are spinning on locks will have little opportunity to benefit from the S/QBC (no stores to put it in the SBC) but they will also not cause frequent flushes in other non-spinning cores (the data will only be in the other cores after a write).

6 RELATED WORK

**Filter or L0 caches.** Filter caches [4, 14, 19] improve energy efficiency and latency of memory accesses by decreasing the access energy and latency compared to the L1 due to their small capacity. This strategy is successful when there is enough locality to overcome the energy and latency overheads of probing and copying data to/from the filter cache and the increase in latency of filter cache misses. Unfortunately, for heavily out-of-order processors, the performance benefit of the slightly lower latency is often minimal, and the energy cost of moving data for a low hit ratio is often high [3]. Our solution differs in the sense that the data installation and probing is necessary for correctness in the unified SQ/SB, so there is no additional overhead of using the same structure as a filter cache. These characteristics come with the downside that only loads can benefit, while filter caches can improve both loads and stores energy.

**Energy efficient caches.** Other solutions improve energy efficiency not by reducing the number of cache accesses but by improving efficiency of the accesses themselves. Way-predictors [7, 15, 18, 30, 38] sacrifice some access latency due to mispredictions, but reduce the cost (number of ways probed). Way-estimators [13, 41] have no mispredictions, but can increase the number of bits read over a way-predictor. Other techniques trade-off hit ratio [17] to improve access energy efficiency. These techniques could be used on top of our proposal for further benefits.

**Delaying writes.** Policies for delaying writes have been proposed for single-thread [16, 37] and multi-thread applications [32] with the aim of coalescing stores to increase the effective SB size and reduce the number of write transactions to execute and track [33] or with the aim of avoiding L1 accesses in processors with non-associative LQs [34]. These approaches delay writes and start writing back when a high water mark is reached to avoid stalling. In our design we need no high water mark as evictions are performed immediately and silently. This is possible thanks to the fact that we do not delay the writes, but perform the writes immediately and only keep a copy.

**Filtering L1 accesses.** The cached load store queue transforms a unified load/store queue into a more traditional filter cache to reduce L1 accesses [27]. As it targets loads, it requires additional storage and data movement to hold the load data that would otherwise not be present in a load queue, and because it combines loads and stores in a single cache, all entries must fully participate in coherence traffic, as well as the CAM-accesses. The design serializes LSQ and L1 accesses to save energy. Carazo, et. al. [8] proposed combining two different predictors to switch between parallel and
serial L1 accesses on hits in the cached load store queue. By only targeting stores we are able to deliver a far simpler design. The S/QBC is able to filter L1 accesses without hurting performance, increasing data movement, adding storage, requiring complex coherence, or adding additional predictors. The downside is that the S/QBC only targets load instructions.

**Store-buffer optimization.** Existing work on store-buffers aims to reduce their cost by reducing the frequency of accesses [28], the number of entries probed [35], or removing the structure completely [36, 39]. These techniques focus on making the access to the buffer itself more efficient, but do not target reducing the energy of the L1/TLB.

**Memory dependence prediction.** Memory dependence prediction started with the work of Moshovos et al. [24] who were the first to show that dependencies between loads and stores are very stable and can be predicted with high accuracy. Subsequent work by Chrysos et al. expanded the idea to predict the dependence of a load not to a single store but to a set of stores, thereby expanding its reach [10]. Retaining the identity of the stores in the predictor was deemed unnecessary (since we only care to predict when we see the program counter of the load) and the notion of store distance was introduced to give a sense of how far in the instruction stream a load’s dependence is expected to be encountered [40]. The high accuracy of such predictors, coupled with measure of distance that can be correlated to the chance of finding a store in the store buffer, is a compelling argument to use them in this work. Memory dependence prediction has also been used to completely eliminate the store queue by predicting store-load forwardings at the stores and bypassing store values to loads without ever using an intermediary storage area (store queue) [36]. Instead of going to such an extreme, we make the case that the intermediary storage area of the SQ and the SB can be put to very good use by increasing the number of store-load forwardings using our techniques.

7 CONCLUSION

Store-queues and store-buffers are ubiquitous parts of modern out-of-order microprocessors to ensure that bursts of writes do not stall the pipeline while waiting to be committed and written back to the cache. This requires that all writes be installed in the SQ/SB and that all loads probe it for data, which essentially costs the energy overhead of a filter cache. However, the low hit ratio, due to aggressively writing back entries to avoid stalls, and accessing it in parallel with the L1/TLB, to avoid increased latency, means that hits do not deliver any energy or performance benefits.

In this paper we introduced a unified S/QBC store-buffer-cache, which adds a third logical partition to the SQ/SB that keeps copies of data that has already been written back. As a result we are able to increase the S/QBC hit ratio to 18.2% (just 0.2 percentage points shy of an Optimal SQ/SB). By leveraging the existing memory dependence predictor, we are also able to accurately predict hits/misses in our unified S/QBC 93.6% of the time, which allows us to avoid 17.2% L1/TLB probes. However, by keeping copies of data, we need to include the S/QBC in coherence. To achieve this we take advantage of only needing to update the S/QBC on changes locally owned (dirty) data in the L1. This allows us to cheaply track whether dirty data in the L1 could be in the S/QBC by adding one additional dirty bit, and flushing the S/QBC copies only when such data is affected. The overall design has essentially no overhead (0.2% additional L1 storage for one additional dirty bit per line and one additional S/QBC tail pointer) and does not increase data movement energy (moving entries from the SB to the SBC is only a logical pointer update). With this work we are now able to take advantage of the existing storage capacity of the SQ/SB and accesses to reduce dynamic L1 and TLB energy by 11.8% with no performance impact (indeed, a marginal 1.5% improvement).
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